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THOR HAN
Fall of the Deep State / Healing Codes / Rising frequency with sound / Planet shift into 5D / The
new timeline transition / CERN / Music & the Nhorr / Astrology / Pole shift / Metatron / Dreams.

Message
Thor Han: What do I have for you tonight is a nice message, that you are doing well in your
evolution. If some of you don't know yet, you have passed the tipping point towards your good
future timeline, where it will be a new world of peace and abundance. The times of troubles are
not yet over, but you have passed this tipping point. The old future, if I may call it like this, the
old future is resisting, it will resist for a while, but it is normal, it is a transition. The old future is
dissolving,  at the moment the heads have been removed, the heads in control,  so now the
anarchy of the minor leaders is leading the ancient timeline into mayhem and dissolution. This
was for the third density news, as you know I will not say more because I do not want you to
focus on this.

Q: About healing codes and symbols,  how energetic healing,  numerology codes and
symbols work:
Thor Han: I can say that codes with numbers and geometry are working wonders to heal and
modify the frequencies and the etheric fields. You can as well modify your consciousness and
the way you are acting on the timeline. Numbers represent geometrical patterns. Sound and
frequency are the same, you remember we have been talking about the Metatron symbol, this is
geometry as  well  as consciousness  as  well  as  sound,  this  is  the  same with  the numbers.
Geometry and numbers are the same, you were speaking of the same thing, it is expressed
differently. Visually or by numbers. At the moment you use a frequency higher than the matter
itself, you must know what you are using because some frequencies are harmful or dissolving or
creating chaos. Sound can elevate matter by rising the frequency, making it vibrating faster. 

Q: People are asking about the code 3731?
Thor  Han: Yes,  this  one  is  a  re-harmonizing  code,  it  works  for  pretty  much all  humanoid
species, composed of liquid.

Q: If the Lemurians reside in hollow Earth, is hollow earth different from Agartha?
Thor  Han: Your planet  contains  a hard core and around this  a hard core you have rocks
infusion  but  then  under  your  surface  there  is  a  certain  amount  of  miles  where  there  are
undergrounds, tunnels  and cities, where a whole life populated by different ethnics and this is
the Agarthan Kingdoms, it is hollowed in a way.

Q: You've always had the ability of future insight.
Thor Han: These are calculations we do and this is quite complicated,  I wouldn't be able to
explain to you all, it will take the whole night, but this is calculation we do and these are fixed
calculations and there is a fluctuation around it, it's like a straight line and fluctuations around it,
although you must think that time is not linear, every action you do now as a repercussion. I am
going to talk about the measure of your time on Terra. 



Four to five Terran days, and every time you modify the timeline, it is readable in the four or five
following days. It is very easy to read,. Your actions have repercussion or resonance in the five
days time of measure, we can see what is going to happen, we can see the timelines. At the
moment it is pretty much stable and what we predicted is meant to happen. The light will rise
again, so do not be worried, it will all be fine, be just patient and hopeful. 

Q: The dark is working at keeping us down. Does it affect those statistical models and
calculations that you do?
Thor Han: Yes of course but their actions are not very strong, they are less and less strong, so
it affects of course the timeline but not enough to modify it in its core. So it is pretty much stable
because your planet and all indigenous life forms on it are switching into a higher frequency, so
this is a fact, it is not reversible. This is a timeline that is fixed. Then, on this timeline which is the
core timeline, there are fluctuations around it and these fluctuations are the way you are going
to get there. You choose the way you are going to get there; the hard way, the easy way, the
fast way, the slow way, that is the fluctuation you choose. A new influence but the core of it is
absolutely stable. The core of it is that you are going towards the path of your evolution and this
is happening, it is positive, do not worry about that, it will be fine.

My thoughts about what is happening at the moment are very hopeful, I will never tell you about
what is happening in the lower levels of your planet, the lower density, but I can tell you that
what we foresee from where we are is absolutely wonderful. Being of a higher density, slightly
higher than yours, a little bit in advance on you, we see things that you do not see with the eyes
of your avatars. This is magnificent, we see colors around your planet that you do not see, it is
iridescent, it is very colorful, and the magnetic grid is very beautiful, there are sore stains on this
grid  at  the moment  because there are wars  and conflict,  so we are rebalancing it,  we are
working with the help of the spirits and the old souls of Terra. So here is my view from above,
from my station, I know you are all listening to me and I know your hearts are focused towards
the stars, I would invite you to focus your attention inside you because you are the portal to the
stars, you are all portals and all what you are looking for is inside you. Do not seek outside for
the answers you have inside, you know everything, you can remember everything, you have this
power that you have been told doesn't exist. These avatars of flesh you have incarnated into
have abilities you have been told are pure fantasy, it is not, many of us from The Federation,
The Council of Five and The Andromedan Council are helping your species, the Terran species
to  activate  their  potential.  Not  all  abductions  are  bad,  abductions  performed by benevolent
friends, relatives who look after your avatars, your bloodlines, this is the help we do without you
knowing, we activate parts of your DNA that are asleep. You are children of the stars, all of you,
not only by some beautiful  souls inhabiting these avatars but these avatars themselves are
products of the stars, mixed with the rocks and the soil of this planet.

Q: The CERN Machine, is it being used for good or not?
Thor Han: I cannot say it is used for bad, it is a neutral scientific experiment and many industrial
from the military industrial complex tried to turn it at advantage, so it is not a bad thing at the
start, but it is very, very well desired by some industrials and especially the military industrial
complex, so no, it is not a bad thing at the start, but then it's very dangerous.



Q: When will Myrah come back?
Thor Han: She is occupied, there is a lot of work on the science station with the refugees and
especially the hybrid children. They are taken care of, they have to remove all the implants, the
trackers, and psychologically make sure that you will  be able to be inserted and included in
family cells on other worlds. First the health has to be checked,  especially the trackers, and
Myrah is very useful there because she is a specialist in all these things. She is not the only
specialist, but she is needed, so this is not over yet. Maybe she will manage to have a break
and one of these nights come and join me here, I haven't seen her either for a very long while.

Q: How can we help other species in Terra to be ready for the new changes?
Thor Han: By spreading awareness not to give into fear and conflict, by spreading awareness
that everything that is generating fear or conflict against each other or even confusion, is to be
ignored, this is the only way you will go forward in your evolution.

Q: What kind of music do you listen to? 
Thor Han: I like to listen to Terran music that tells about my story, and when I like the lyrics,
sometimes the rhythm but the lyrics must relate to something I feel for, and something that is
relevant to my emotions. I like your David Bowie, I like his voice, I like his lyrics and his music
also. He is special to me.  I have specific tastes that are not shared with my colleagues, and
some of my colleagues are very happy that I do not pilot with them anymore because I used to
play this music in the ship and it wasn't pleasing everyone. The music I am talking about is the
Terran music I particularly like, but this is not the only music I like. I like music from other places.
There are people I deeply love for their music and arts: the Nhorr. They create a music that is
not only sound, but it is light and color. This music can shape your consciousness, can move
matter, model soft matter like for instance water, clay or sand. They have a beautiful variety of
multicolor sands on the planet, I have been there. I spent some time there once; these people
use many different things to make music, such as minerals. The Nhorr produce music through
crystals  mainly,  but  as well  with  the wind and the energies contained in  the air,  the sound
produced by it is a modulation of frequencies, that is entrancing, hypnotic as you would say. I do
like it. I told you about them already (A Gift From The Stars). There are many other cultures able
to create such beautiful music.  I like musics that modify my consciousness to a level where  I
feel bliss, when it carries me away on waves of sound and emotions.

Q: How is astrology relevant as a system when you are in space?
Thor Han: This is a very clever question and I would be very pleased to answer. Astrology is a
science developed on many worlds, it is an indigenous science because when a people start to
look at the stars they see patterns and cycles, they understand it influences, everything on their
planet, every life forms, so that is how astrology always comes about. It is not only a belief, it is
a science, it is fact. Everything influences everything else by gravity, even infinitely far gravity
influences by resonance.  Astrology affects all  living forms on a planet  but  when you are in
space, you cannot rely on it because you are moving, and when you reach the stage three of
evolution which means the ability to inhabited flight out of your stellar system, astrology, you
leave it on your planet. You do not take it with you because it doesn't make sense any more.
Because you are travelling, and the influences are everywhere around you and every light year
you just have a different set of influences, you cannot rely on it. 



Astrology works only on the world you were born on, because that is where you were born and it
is efficient there. Astrology is an influence, if you do not do any action, if you do not create your
reality, astrology will be what will direct your actions and your feelings, but you can choose to let
it only be an influence, something that will influence your actions if you decide to manifest your
reality, you have the power, it will always influence you when you are on your planet, but you
can choose to minimize the influence.

About the pole shift fear porn.
Thor Han:  The  pole shift is a slow process, it  is a progressive process, there will  not be a
sudden shift; this will not be done in few months time, it has started a long time ago, and it will
end probably far from now in time. We have many models of predictions, but we try to help it,
make it slow and nice because we can control that, we cannot stop it  or create it,  this is a
natural movement of your planet, it is like a breathing, it is a cycle, electromagnetic cycle, but
we can alter it that it slows down, and it happens nicely, this is a part of the work we are doing
on your grid, so you don't want it to happen suddenly, this would disrupt a lot and could be very
harmful.

Q: Do any beings live on Venus?
Thor Han: They do, Venus was before a planet like Terra, very abundant with life. When it was
found by the Federation it was a world with life, not yet at the level of Terra but there were many
animals for instance. It was colonized first by Ummites and then the Altairan came, and  they
were thrown out. Then Lyrans came and as well people from the star system you call Vega and
those from Vega stayed a long time, they created very important colonies. But then there was a
war again, that thrown  Venus out of orbit and created a world of chaos and fire. The whole
climate changed,  the gas and the atmosphere changed and became lethal,  so all  humanoid
colonies left or migrated under the surface.  In the sixth and seventh density of this planet, there
is life, there are light beings that you do not have really contact with them, they are quite on their
own, they are very special. 

Q: Can more information be shared about the Horonga (Chupacabra)?
Thor Han: They are in service to the Orion forces.

Q: What about timeline shifts where you heal things that have happened in your past,
and it shifts your future timeline? 
Thor Han: Yes, it is very difficult to understand this when you are incarnated in an avatar of the
third  density  because the brain doesn't  allow this awareness,  you need to step out  of  your
avatar to be able to encompass the truth of this. Time is not linear, there is no past and there is
no future, this is an illusion. This is very difficult to understand for you, I know. It will not change
the timeline, it will change the way you ride this timeline, will you ride it in suffering, carrying
wounds, or will you ride it with healed traumas and in peace, this can change the fluctuations
around the timeline. You can indeed heal what has happened in the past emotionally by sending
back intentions, and you can even travel backwards through your consciousness because you
have  an  anchor  point.  Resonance  works  also  with  time.  You  can  travel  in  the  future  by
consciousness, you can travel in the past as well, so you are able to go into the past and meet
your old self. 



When you are younger you can have the visit of an old lady, of an old man in your dreams
which is the future you,  and this person will  give you advices.  You will  wonder  who is this
person? This person looks like you but older, Is that a guide? Is that an ancestor? No it is just
you. This happens, you can do this, you can go back because you have an anchor point, all you
need is anchor points. What are anchor points: Memories loaded with the emotions are fantastic
anchor points because you can really use them and go back there, and modify the emotion. You
will not be able to modify the fact, the timeline, but you are able to modify the emotion.

I have been confronted to a lot of, things that, when I used to be a pilot in the war, affected me
sometimes. But our way of dealing with it is by treating the flow of the emotion instantly. I have
sometimes kept  the emotion of  sadness,  frustration,  anger for  a few hours and this is very
damaging. There is more work to do, but normally we do not need this.  I was confronted to
extreme situations that someone like you doesn't want to hear about, and this is more difficult to
deal with, but we do that very naturally.  We do not need to go very far in our past to heal
traumas, maybe the farthest back we have to go is a few hours, because our nature is such that
everything flows, and it  is not like being incarnated in a third density matter. Anchor points,
memories and projections for the future, this is the same, anchor points in the future that is how
you create your  future, you manifest it.  Anchor points in the future create future memories,
create memories in the future, manifest, when you are scared, when you have anxiety about
something, you create an anchor point in the future because you think, "oh, I am fearful that this
will happen", you create an anchor point in the future. Manifest instead: "I am sure that this will
happen in the future, it will be wonderful, I can't wait to have this happening, I am so excited this
is going to happen to me and I am going to be so happy, I just can't wait", this is a constructive
anchor point that you put in your future and if you do it well, it may happen. This is what I was
telling you from the start of this discussion, do not give into fear, frustration, anger, anything that
is generating fear, leave it behind.

Q: Are you saying that we can visit our past and previous ourselves?
Thor Han: You can, not physically but by your consciousness, when you leave your avatar to
come and visit us for instance or go to other places, for those who manage to do this is the
same as these geographic transfers, these are temporal transfer, so you can as same travel to
the past, the future, travel time, time is waves, it is a sphere made of waves. Difficult as well to
explain, but there is no beginning and no end to time, it is not even a circle, it is a sphere, you
stand in the center and wherever you look is the future and behind you is the past, but you
move, and the sphere turns, all possibilities are around you, not a physical sphere I must be
precise, it is all intellectual concepts which are real but to be apprehended with the mind and the
soul. The mind has to do with it. Time is infinite, time is like Source, it's like life itself, it never
started, it will  never end. There is no start to the multiverse as it will  have no end, it is only
breathings and cycles like a spinning wheel.

Q: Can we be light beings at the same level of Metatron?
Thor Han: No,  Metatron is not a light being, it is a consciousness, it is very different, if light
being is a being that made of a light body, and it is of course conscious but Metatron is, it is very
difficult to explain with your language because I need my language to explain this to you, my
language carries visions, sounds and emotions that you do not receive. 



So  I need transcript with more words for you.  Metatron is sound, vibration, it is the sound of
Source, manifestation of the pattern, the key accessing  Source.  Metatron is conscious, it is a
being  but  not  of  light,  a  being  unlimited,  interdimensional. Metatron  is  geometry,  sound,
vibration, consciousness, it is the access to Source, it is not a person.

Q: They've given it a name here, they call it Archangel Metatron.
Thor Han: They need words to explain concepts.

Q: Do you like earth literature?
Thor Han: I do not read literature on your planet because I do not have time for it, but I would
like to because I read, I learn how to read your language and I would be interested, now that I
have more time, would you advise me or anyone? Write literature and I will find it.

Q: What happens when we sleep and have dreams, what does our consciousness do?
Thor Han: Most of the time you dissociate from your avatar because your avatar releases some
chemicals that enables your light being to be dislocated from your avatar, so it allows you to
travel. There are normally many different levels of dreams and many causes, it can only be your
mental  state  that  needs  to  release  some  feelings  of  the  day,  some  tensions,  so  you're
subconscious, not your consciousness, your consciousness is linked to your light being, to your
true self and your soul, your subconscious is linked with the brain of your avatar and all that it
carries, and this will treat anything that is needed to be treated during the sleep phase of your
brain and your mental state, this is one low level of dreams, this is only mechanism. Then you
will know the difference when your consciousness slightly shifts out of your avatar, then you can
travel and many things can happen.

Q: Some people have jobs at night when they go to sleep, they go do other things, and
then they're exhausted in the morning, but don't remember.
Thor Han: You can do that. Forgetting this is due to the incarnation in the avatar, the avatars
must be activated, that's why some of us work  upon your species, with these species, if the
avatar hasn't got all the codes activated you cannot remember. We are working hard, it is the
difficult work to do, that is what is done when the avatars are being taken. I do not like to tell you
the word "abduction" because it has a negative aura around it, so invited without knowing.


